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Savings and investment (esp. private) rising smartly
Prices more or less within tolerance level of 6%
Monetary tightening dampened growth rate slightly
Corporates circumvented monetary policy through Capital markets and ECB

– Implementation of Basel norms
– Regulation based on the premise that financial transactions should be
anchored in the real sector.
– Leverage levels not excessive
– Insignificant exposure to opaque, illiquid asset backed securities.
– Conservatively managed with calibrated opening up

Service sector engine of growth
Infrastructure main bottleneck
Fiscal correction over last few years
Financial sector in relatively good shape

–
–
–
–

• Growing strongly at above 8% for 5 years
• Animated debate on whether growth was above trend or trend growth
had moved up.

India on eve of Credit crunch
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– Stabilize GDP?
– Stabilize exchange rate?

• Central Bank grapples with the impossible trinity

– Commodity boom
– Imperatives of Exchange rate management

• Inflationary

– Stock market boom
– Rupee appreciation
– Sharp rise in reserves

Sharp rise in net K flows

Impact of First Phase of the Credit
Crunch (August 2007)

– Overall growth still amongst two fastest globally
– Rural economy in relatively better shape

• Economic downslide led by industrial growth and exports

• Big increase in fiscal deficit
• Sharp decline in capital market financing
• Only slight decline in bank credit growth

– Commodity bubble pricked
– Liquidity tight

• Inflation zero bound

– Stock market crash
– Rupee depreciation
– Capital account slips into deficit for the first time in several years.

• Sharp decline in net K flows

Impact of Second Phase of the Credit
Crunch (September 2008)
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Sensex and FE Equity Stock
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Indian Rupee and FE Equity Stock
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– benchmark overnight lending rate (Repo) cut by 350 basis
points from 9% to 5% between July 29, 2008 and March 5,
2009.
– Mandatory reserve requirements reduced
– Liquidity injection of about 9% of the GDP through
lowering bank cash reserve requirements and special
refinance facilities.
– Unlike western countries monetary policy still has traction
– Transmission mechanism weak because of illiquid
corporate bond market and key administered interest
rates. (Structural not crisis related feature)

• Monetary Loosening

Monetary Policy

– net additional expenditure in 2008-09 upwards of $ 35
billion (Rs. 160000 crore), or a little above 3 % of GDP PLUS
enabling State Government stimulus of 0.5% of GDP.
– Not all of this is crisis linked, and begun in first phase of
the credit crunch, but expansionary anyway
– instruments include enhanced outlays on social protection
and employment generation schemes, infrastructure,
trade finance and promotion, farm loan waiver, public
sector pay rise, reductions in indirect taxes.
– IMF March 2009 projections show India’s overall fiscal
balance to decline from -5.2% of GDP in 2007, to -8.4% in
2008, -10% in 2009 and – 8.6% in 2010
– liberalized norms to improve access to resources and
liquidity, both domestically and externally, through equity
and debt.

• Fiscal expansion

Fiscal Policy
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– Financial sector robust and not highly leveraged
– Less dependence on export sector compared to several
other EMEs.
– Robust farm sector and growth in rural incomes on
account of shift in terms of trade and NREGS
– Domestic enterprises have become more internationally
competitive because of trade policy reforms
– Commercial banks have healthy balance sheets
– External payments situation comfortable because of huge
reserves
– Softening of commodity prices.
– Monetary space available

Growth Upsides

– Decline in private investment?
– Manufacturing sector sluggish.
– Weak monetary policy transmission because of absence of corporate
bond market and continuation of key administered interest rates.
– Monsoon uncertainties.

• PC: worth taking additional risk to boost growth
• RBI: Danger of crowding out private investment
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– Business confidence levels low and risk aversion
– Bank credit has been unable to make up for decline in equity investment,
NBFC credit and foreign capital inflows.
– Limited fiscal space: IMF March 2009 projections show India’s overall fiscal
balance to decline from -5.2% of GDP in 2007, to -8.4% in 2008, -10% in
2009 and – 8.6% in 2010

• reduction in demand and increasing protectionism
• Both capital and current account negative

– Negative external environment:

Growth Downsides

– High fiscal deficit and debt overhang
– Structural weaknesses in monetary policy transmission

• Expected that India would continue to grow during the crisis
although at much below trend levels.
• Main threat is external. The most critical issue is stabilization
and return to normalcy of global financial markets.
• Since the CAD is modest, only modest levels of capital inflows
required for sustainable growth. Domestic savings adequate
to sustain recent trend growth.
• Limited policy space for protracted interventions

Bottom-line
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Thank You
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